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PROLOGUE

Nyord Harbour, Denmark. June 1991.

We split the last golden drops of our 16 year old Islay in
silent celebration. The powerful, peaty and pungent fire of
the Lagavulin sent a river of molten lava towards my soul. As
I stared into the pale amber malt in my glass, its surface
shimmered. Once again, the mast trembled and shook to the roar
of the wind. In the gloom, the rich grain of Lantana's
varnish glowed warm and darkly in the light of the Tilley. The
lamp hissed its defiance at the shards of gale darting through
the tent. Again the mast shook and the wind whined through the
rigging.

Lantana was taking a beating.

I took another sip. A familiar voice broke into my thoughts:
Its been a super cruise hasn't it."
Mmmm. .....
We've got two more weeks in August. What would you like to
do with them?" Her mood was different from mine. She was
looking far out into the future. I was pondering the present
and the morrow.
I dunno...."
I fancy a nice gentle cruise up the West coast. We could
launch in Penzance and take the prevailing wind all the way
back East...."
I rather fancy a stab at the North Sea."
Don't be daft," she snorted. " I want a holiday, not a
funeral!"
We'll never get out of here if the wind is like this

tommorrow. There's a SW gale out there. The harbour mouth is
5 metres wide and right in the eye of the wind. When I looked
out before it got dark, waves were breaking right into the
harbour. The forecast is bad for us. I think tomorrow I
shall leg it back to the car in Germany. Its only a round
trip of 350 miles. I could do it in a day, then leave the car
and trailer at Stege and return on the bus over the causeway
to the island here. If the weather outlook looks better by
tomorrow evening, we could perhaps get out of here and sail
over to Stege. If not, you can use your feminine charm on the
fisherman with the trawler draped all over the harbour slip
here in Nyord, and ask him to let it go, so we can retrieve
Lantana here."

Don't be daft. He's got his prop shaft out. The darned thing
will sink."
Mmmm..."



FRONTICE PIECE

Levington. August 1991.

We were already behind schedule.

Rain slanted down by the bucketful. Out over the River Orwell,
a single, lonely yacht heeled to the weight of wind and
ploughed a brave little wake on the last of the tide. Above
her, jagged grey and darkening clouds pressed down and
outwards, squeezing the last of the sickly-yellow sunset
below the horizon.

I dumped the outboard roughly back into the half empty boot of
the car. As it hit the rest of the gear, it crushed a fresh,
crusty granary loaf to near extinction. Two cans of fuel and
the oil were hurled on top of the growing pile. The wind was
F6 and rising and the weight of engine and its gear could be a
danger if the weather got worse. Already the boat was overfull
and we were the ballast! If we ever got over there, we would
have to row the Dutch canals.

I trudged back to the boat through the puddles. On the way,
the rain turned the crushed crusty loaf into putty. I slapped
it down on the gunwhale with only half a hint of satisfaction.

Found the blasted loaf," I snarled. "Its soaking wet. God
knows what we are doing here. I think we are daft to
attempt this sort of prank in these conditions. We should
use our holidays to relax for heavens sake!".

I marched back to the car looking for something else to throw
into the boat with a slap or a bang. The truth began to dawn.
I was suffering from a mega bout of funk.

If you go on like this, I shall refuse to play your silly
game. I shall go home and then go to Cornwall all on my own
just like I wanted to in the first place! "

What the hell have I been doing? A flood of guilt drowned out
the funk. Suddenly I felt the selfish coward that unknowingly
I had become. She was probably feeling hyped-up too. And all
i could do was take it out on us all. I took a deep breath.

I'm sorry...Its OK. we'll put in another reef and make all
our preparations for the night before we launch. We are very
nearly packed anyway and its all going to be OK."

Just then the rain stopped2 It was going to be OK. Really.
Let's bloody well hope so anyway....



SUNDAY 11TH AUGUST_&_MONDAY-12TH-AUGUST

17.50 - Humber, Thames: W 4/5 decreasing 3, fair, mod/good.
- Smiths Knoll Automatic : 1017 mb falling slowly.

We had decided on an evening departure in order to ensure that
we crossed both shipping lanes in daylight. By working back
from the northern edge of the first lane and allowing for a
time safety margin, we calculated that our projected speed
over the ground with tidal set, would suggest an ideal
departure time of 17.30 ie some 2 hours before LW at Harwich.
The tide would then carry us until about 01.00 next morning.

That left us with most of Sunday to prepare. In practice we
gave ourselves too much time. We listened to the shipping
forecasts with an intensity that would have done justice to
some Admiral perfecting his battle plan. We drew synoptic
charts of the weather systems and perfected our plan. By mid
afternoon we were thoroughly hyped up and should have got on
with it. Typically last minute preparations made us late!....

...We were ready at last.

Last minute safety check before launch:

All kit stowed
Everything tied on
Jib over deck, foot shackled (for bigger winds)
Radar reflector aloft and secure
VHF under thwart in it's waterproof bag
Flares in their BDH container
Tools in the other BDH container
Buoyancy pad in Main
Safety lines secure and accessible
All night gear at the ready
Two large torches tied on
Harnesses on
Food in large plastic tub
Thermoses in second plastic tub

Go!
It was 18.50. We rowed out into the river and hoisted sail.
The wind on the river was not as strong as in the squall on
the slip - probably a low F 5. So we hoisted the genoa and a
single reefed Main and settled down. Once again a full check
of gear and stowage. Lantana was going well with Clare at the
helm. With an impending night sail, we often find it a good
idea to set off in a river, as this gives us time to settle in
and get the feel of the conditions before setting out to sea.



By 19.50 we hdd cleared Harwich Breakwater and set course
for Cork Sand Buoy to the south of the shipping lane, which
runs into Harwich and Felixstowe harbours. Lantana began to
swish along as we lost the lee of the land and the 4/5
westerly wind picked her up and away we went.

We were off! The tension was gone. It was replaced with
excitemiernt; anticipation; sense of adventure. It was good to
be back at sea! Our navigation plan was simple. Departure
from Cork Sand buoy, Roughs Tower with back bearings to check
course for Sunk Lightship. Then to give us a mid mark in the
big gap before West Hinder (+ 40 NM), we decided to close with
Galloper before departing for West Hinder. Then on arrival at
the northern edge of the shipping lanes, to cross at 900
before picking up Oost Dyck buoy and so via Middlekerke Bank
to Oostende. (A plotted distance of 77 NM.)

Just for interest I have shown an extra.t from the actual
passage plan entered into our waterproof note book before
departure:
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As we made our departure for Cork Sand buoy at 21.06,
the light began to fail. The watch was changed and I
took the helm. We could dlready see Roughs Tower
lights and made our final preparations for the coming K
night. Extra clothes, torches checked and at the ready R,
head torches in place. Hot drinks from a bank of
thermoses and sandwiches a plenty. Last checks on the chart.
Last checks on the boat and her gear. Safety lines checked.
The sickly yellow light to the west and on our backs, turned
to grey and then it was dark. We were doing 4 knots through
the water (according to our Dutchman's log). Our course was
104 M allowring for tide. (Our compass has no deviation.)

This was good sailing and Lantana was carving a whitish wake
that gurgled and hissed before being lost astern. Soon our
back bearing lights were dipping below the small crests astern
and we were alone in the dark. Clare had long since settled
down flat on the floor boards to sleep. The boat with the
wind on the starboard quarter, was not heeling too hard and
with the reef in the Main, I found it easy to balance the boat
on the windward gunnel. This left Clare a "clear run" on the
tloo:boards on the port side.

I scdurled 360 for the umpteenth time. What's that!
White over red coming at us dead ahead very fast!
Pilot Cutter! Our big torch (tied centrally to
thwart! illuminated the Main in no time and she
alter-ed course to curve behind my back, doing
25 - 30 knots. The Pilot had come from nowhere.
(My main attention was taken up with a big ship
overtaking us to port and making sure her lights
were such that she would clear ahead of us.)
The Cut ter then slowed her pace and paused in the
water astern of us. My torch remained on. I am sure
the skipper was verifying what by now his radar was
telling him and he probably radioed the ship.
Suddenly with a growl and a snarl the unseen Pilot
resumed his course. I do not fancy small craft
jumping me at 30 knots in the dark. He was off lane
and being down wind, I had not heard him until his
lights burst upon us. Phew! 
Watch out for Pilots - they are 10 times more
danyge usu than the big ships, twice as fast arid 200
tines smaller than the cargo vessel gliding past my
poIt tw.

Soon the loom of Sunk Lightship appeared on the horiz2.,
ahed. it was a fine night and visibility was OK. Two
more pilot vessels growled by - but this time further
away ald s<ptted sooner. A chill darted down my back. Was it
the c u1d Or did their speed give me the creeps?



Sunk Light Vessel was like Picadilly
Circus. Ships moving smoothly but
unerringly everywhere! This was riot
the time to hold course and I spent
d good half hour scooting out of
harm's way in or-der to keep a safe
distance from both ships and from the lightship.

The light from Sunk was blinding and the horn (2 60s) was
deafening. An eerie almost mournfully spine-chilling total
experience. The light was so bright every 20s that my eyes
could not regain night sight quickly enoughi to see anything of
the light vessel itself. So one's senses were bombarded by
this miyniuv y of sound and light. I was determined to remain
well clear of the ships. Clare,by now fully awake, was
helping me judge our distance off as one after another 3 to 4
big ships cleared away from Sunk. Our turn had come to
proceed at last. It was 23.37. We had been swept south of
Sunk so I squared up to the wind and we finally rounded this
haunting mark. I was relieved and glad to clear it's
bombardment of my senses.

As we turned Lantana's stern to the light and the resonant
cacophony of the horn receded slowly, I handed the tiller to
Clare and went off watch. We were 13 NM into our passage.
Our course was 117½M, our speed was 4 knots. 16 NM to go
befor-e Galis-per-. Say 4 hours. It was midnight before I
huddled down with my back to the thwart. At 00.33 I took the
thip>ing forecast (Thames : W veering NW 3/4 occ 5 at first).
Then i dozed off to sleep dreaming of searchlights and the
boom of roaring black dinosaurs.

Bang! W-w - what the hell is that! I had been jerked awake
and the mast-head was careering across the stars. " Sorry.
Gybe-O. The wind is dead astern and I can't see the 'vimple'
(the Dutch name for the streaming burgee presented to us by
D'ane and Roger Aps). But Clare is a master at controlling
involuntary gybes and Lantana was soon back on even keel and
on course. I shivered and drifted off again.

Bang! "Sorn... It's happened again. It's difficult to see the
boom lift and I cannot see the masthead. "OK" I said "alter
course slightly. Bring the wind round slightly on the
starboard lqualter. Note the course and time and we will adjust
later." I looked round. It was 01.10 Monday. Low down to
my left on the starboard bow - Long Sand Head winked
rapidly in the darkness. "Just don't run into Galloper t- w#- 
Bank tld t's all."

The sea lifted us and lowered us in an easy swell. The water
sizzled aid hissed along the hull just inches from my ears.



The tiller creaked as Clare "felt" her way through the dark.
Good old Lantana. She has carried us through so many miles
now. Safe as houses. It is a wonder to think she will be 30
next year ....... I drifted off again feeling rather cold, but
very much at ease.

Clare nudged me awake. "It's your turn now." It was 02.00 and
very dark. But the sky was bright with stars. The sky had
cleared and the wind had dropped appreciably. Lantana was
only gilling along. Gone was the haste and pace of earlier in
the night. "Any ships?" "Nope - nothing. Nor any marks - just
the sea." We had a hot drink and soon she was fast asleep in
her usual position on the floors.

We use a rolling two hour watch system with at least half an
hour break between each watch. So change-overs occur every two
and a half to three hours. This gives us time for a chat and a
hot drink or snack. It also allows time for the new watch to
take in the current situation, conditions and navigation
required for the next two hours or so.

I settled down, keeping a good look-out and continuing on
117 M. It was too soon to see any marks. The tide was
pushing us northeast but our speed was less than 2.5 knots.
It felt good to be out at sea again - we had the sea to
ourselves - at least within our circle of vision.

Our new compass was not as good as the previous one. They were
both the excellent Suunto K-12 (probably the best for dinghy
cruising).



But the earlier version was far better for steerinrg a course
at night. I'his one was not very good at all, for the luminous
marks were not nearly as easy to see. So we were forced to use
a quick flash of the torch to check the course. Not a good
teature especially in heavy weather. Must fix d battery liight
to it some time. That said - it is surprising how easy in
light :sh conditions it is to sense a course, once the boat is
nicely balanced and you have her in the groove so to speak.

A sailing yacht was coming up astern slowly overhauling
us. After 45 minutes she was fairly close astern at about
400 yards, when she abruptly altered course and turned
southeast, Mmmm - I wonder if we should do that too?
Someone had made a decision for no appai-ent reason. Far away
to the south of us a white light winked weakly and
spasmodically. He had obviously seen it and made a
new plot. Interesting. We must be well north of our Z
rhum line. But golden rule - "Never follew" ran tlrough
my mind. The compass needle remained steadyish on 110 M.

Far to the north the loom of a strong light. Ahead ?Th b*td
and to the south all was black as your hat. The Inom 
was very difficult to time - because it was dipping.
At that time it was impossible to check what it could be.
Later we realised it was outer Gabbard.

Bef-yre long, time had flown by and I woke Clare. We discussed
tie situ 'tion and both felt we were being swept too far north
of our rhum line as the tide had cverruled the gentle breeze.
`Let's put on the tide between Sunk and now (03.45) assume an
average SMG of 2 knots and replot." "OK" she said. "You stay
on the helm for a bit and I'll do it." A few momernts later:
"it's 160 M to West Hinder." "Right. I'm off to sleep - come
and put her on 160 .` It was 03,50. I settled down and fell
into d ieep sleep.

We never did see Galloper.......

To help us in situations such as this we have developed a
simple lruse to remove one of the most difficult calculations
wheni navigating a small open boat at sea - the tide. Before
we set out, we dra.s the forthcoming tidal "circles" on clear
A4 size acetate. This is drawn to the same scale as the chart
or mrts (if different scales are to be used). The acetate
is marked to align correctly with the chart. So say between
1,30 and 12.30 hours, there is a tidal set of 205 T for 1.2

NM, the ''rue bearing of this is drawn onto the acetate to
char-t scale. Then the next hour and so on. A full 24 hours
will give you an approximate "tidal circle" for any one tidal
diamond. It is often necessary to draw several tidal "circles"
f you are t sail through a number of tidal diamornds.
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So if you are in a situdtion where you know speed and course
sailed, it is a simple matter of plotting your True course and
speed made from your last fix for a DR. You then place the
acetate for the correct time interval for tidal set made from
your last fix from the DR, orientate the acetate with the
chart, plot your EP at the current time and you now have your
current probable position. Then it is a simple matter of
laying off your course for the next destirtatiorn or tacks to
the next waypoint, in the same way. An example of the tidal
circles ` used for the crossing, appears overleaf. The

letters refer to the tidal diamond used and the numbers refer
to the Admiralty Chart number.

Dawn - or2 sometime after. Golden sunlight, a mirror sea and
the sun was above an empty horizon. Lantana was lolloping
lazily along, the "vimple" barely a-fly. It was cold.
"Have some coffee", she said and a steaming mug-full was
thrulst into my hand. Lantana was on "autopilot" - our shock
cord self steering - and Clare was making breakfast. What a
way t wake Up- and what a wonderful place to be. A new day
all a sparhie. "Nothing in sight" she said, wee still on
16C0 and should keep it that way." With that she flopped dowr
and in two miriutes was fast asleep.

I mun ched a nectarine. The coffee had warmed me well . The sun
was already warming the day. Life was good. During her watch
Clare had woken me to shake out the reef in the Main. Now I
sat on the floor, leaning against the aft bulkhead - with the
tiller at my shoulder and we sailed gently into the new day.
Speed.... well 2.5 knots if we are lucky.

T ̀ 5.55 ShLipping For-ecast gave us W 4/5 decreasing 3 so th y
were telling us what we already knew. At 07.30 we were making
}.7r knots. At 08.15 we entered the first shipping lane with
six shipa on our port hand. An hour later three ships to
starboard. Balf way across! By 10.00 we were through.
I dozedi off.

"Westeily QCardinal one mile to starboar-d!" I jolted
awale. SuDe. enough - there it was, a solitary buoy
somiie 7 NM northeast of West Hinder and the first
mnarki we s ad seen for 37 NM. "Fantastic Clare! We are right on
cour-e. we should see West Hinder soon." And sure
ernoujii sm two hours later - there she was, still 't - X . t
b,earl-.rg 1(0 M. Bang on the bow. The only trouble K -

was tile wind was dropping and we were sailing only very
slowly. So we both sat on the bottom boards and just jilled

ie L e sunlight . The Noi 'h Sea was a beaut i ful green and
the <.i'y a b:r ight blue. Nest rdinder took cges to close.
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A solitary tigure stepped on the deck of the liglitsh,ip to
hang out his washing. We drifted towards him. It was '2.45.
The sun blazed down, as I unshiipped the oars. It was w>ing to
be a long row. We scandalised the Maini and I got down to it.

13 55 (came and went (NW backing S 3/4). That would help - but
when? The Niojrth Sea was just like glass. My arms began to
che and I was sweating like a pig in all those thermnals.

Some just had to come off.

At 14.00 tht tide began te) sweep LIs NE and linally at 1J440 we
rowetJ ntio the stippirng laIe just Leyond but to the E of West
Hinder. It was going to be a battle with the tide. We were
being swept bodily along the shipping lane. Then at 15.30
Clare snotted the distinctive, tall buildi ig at Qostende over
mrgy *..:.al ue. Land! Or at least something p'-ced u n it.

Time to celebrate with a beer even thougn we could not see
the coast yet. Nonetheless up went the Belgian courtesy
ensign and the Q flag to the starb'd spreader- By now I nad
beenrow n for nearly three hours. It was to be another two
and a blt before I coild rest the oars.

We firmal y made the other side of the shipinzg lane at about
17.00. Only two ships came within a half mile of us. One of
these w i ied:s us for a while but a `sprint" foi about 20
minutes had hler masts crossed and she cleared us astein by
some 400 yards. It was hot sweaty work. The only way to stay
at it was tj use long, easy strokes and put the back into it,

We t:<kei o ff the buoys one by one: Cosrt L)D"ck, W1 

A Zuid at 1P.00 hours, 3* Xwintebar.k in tne distance,
then Mii'.e rl. Bank on our starboard beam at 19.43. to

Thle hrt of rhe atternoon began to fade. A zeph,-r of wind? A
breeze? Win"! Or at least a little draughtt. In oars. tp
sail. We we-e sailing! It was 17.50.

The Coa't dppeared with frustrating and stupefying reluctance.
We wer.e inst ghosting along. But it was better than rowing.
The s:n. e-in to sag towards the sea and with it we caughlt the
edge of aea Lreeze.

The passaue Until duisk was unleventful. We closel the coast
drank. cool sot drinks and munched fruit and sanuztoh s.
There wa- o atmosphere of excitement and 'nticipation 'bua.

But we wer-e not gettinug arnywhlere very fas.t.

Mid ol he r'lt. buoy camne and went. Eveninrg. Then d.sk. Orice
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again we prepared for dark. Yachts on the horizon, puttered
along under power. Not a sail in sight. Just putter-inrg
hulls, with masts sticking up in the distance. Darkness
again. The coast is now a long strip of spangled lights.
Toyland with belisha beacons and traffic 1 ights but no sound.
We weŽe still too far off to hear any sound.

A ferry passes well to the North of us. Tenri a fishing
boat crosses our path half a mile away. it is very
d.ark now. Another fishing boat - this time on a
collision course as the bearing is steady. Claie
alter.s cour-se to keep well clear of her gear. I shine
the t>ch on the Main. Suddenly whoosh - a jet foil
leaps upon us! "Bloody hell, where did that come from?"
Right up our stern. Again the same situation as the
Pilot Cutter the night before. We were ccncentiatingc
on tlhe Seiner ensuring we had 150m to clear her gear
andl had not glanced over our shoulders for a minute or
two. Pliew! Will we never learn?! We must not give
just on1e ship) all our attention. Just dS well the
Seiner was close I suppose - as the jet foil was busily
avoiditnig her adnd not us - as we were both qa,te close raow.
The wash of the foil sizzled under us as the Seiner passed
ahead. We lollopped in her wash as in a blaze of lights, she
chugged onward.

ht iast the Oostende Harbour- lights - showing clear to enter.
we ,ack wide across the entrance straining to spot any lights
ju"st in case of a big ship emering. The harbour lights are
vei tical 3 green - (OK to enter) but we check anyway. Careful
look astern. Nothing. OK - lets go in. We tack up the long
entrarce between the harbour pilings. Then gently and under
Genoa alone we make the last board into the yacht harbour on
the 'arboard side. All is quiet as we ghost in.

"Down Gunny", I whispered. Oars out, fenders ready and I
p.icile E.owly towards an outer berth on the lir-st pontoon.
Aifter the blackness of the sea outside, the harbour is pink
with subdued light. We drift silently towards the pontoon.

Quietly, a lone figure steps from the cockpit of his HR42 and
witi h~< a word takes our lines for us. It is 23.45 h-urs.
Lantaina .s secured to terra firma.

We V batk -our Dutch friend. He says he was very surprised to
see a dirngh.y come in so late. "Where ale you from?" he asks.
"Einglandl". "I know" he says, faintly irritated - "I can see
you ar-e English - but where have you come from today ?"
"Enlandri - we are inibound from Harwich"`. Hle turns shaking iis
head. "Frngland! That is amazing". As he climbs aboatd his
yaht h.e .i still shaking his head.
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TUESDAY_ 13TH AUGUST

Having listened to every shipping forecast for the last 48
hours - it was nice to ignore one, so we let the 05.55 run by
unheard.

Good coffee and a bevy of Belgian croissants quickly revived
us and we spent the day exploring Oostende.

We restocked ship's stores and ordered our duty free from the
bar above the harbour. It was a unique feeling to order bonded
stores aboard a dinghy.

Our plan was to Sail NE along the Belgian coast, then on to
the Wester Schelde. Subject to weather, a clockwise passage
through the canals then into Ooster Schelde returning via more
canals to the Wester Schelde again. Once back at Breskens, we-
would then decide whether to cross direct from there to
Harwich, or to dd a "circuit" by coasting to Dunkirk or
Gravelines and then crossing south of Sandettie Bank, north of
the Goodwins and so through Long Sand and home. Time and
weather would tell. The first offered the attraction of a
110 NM crossing. The second a mini circuit of the southern
North Sea.

DISTANCE SAILED NIL

WEDNESDAY 14TH AUGUST

Humber, Thames : Variable 3. Fair, moderate to good.

Today we would take a nice gentle sail up the coast to
Blankenburg. More croissants and coffee. Then escorted by a
fierce looking Customs lady, our Whiskey was delivered and
stowed aboard. "Where are you going!", she barked. "Well, er
- er - Holland", I stuttered. "Hmm" she snorted, then turned
on her heel and stalked off. Vive la Difference!.

We paid our harbour dues (E10 per night!) and made ready for
sea. We departed at 11.50 into an on-shore breeze, so we row-
sailed down the long channel to the harbour entrance.

At 12.10 we set sail. The sun shone, the sea was calm and wejilled along in the warmth of a misty day - some 2 NM off
shore.





Lolling on the floors, beers were passed, then sandwiches and
fruit followed by a brew-up. This was the life! Low down to
starbordr the low sand dunes of Belgium r-an like a wall as far
as the eye could see, Humanity was dotted along the sanrdy
beaches, splashing and screaming in delight. Why don't we
have a splash too?", said Clare and before I knlew it she
jumped over the side for a skinny dip.

We put into Elankeriburg for the night. Like Oostende the town
wadS ethirv with holidaymakers and the parapherr 'alia of the
touri.st. towever, it is a good stopping place for all
supplies and facilities. This coast is not ideal for
anchoring off as it is very exposed in a blow. So even in
the good weather we were enjoying, we decided to go into the
protection cf a hairour for the night.

Il .1AN(1E SAILED: 1 irIl
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atI[URtDI)AY 1 5TIH AUGUST

I 'lbe, '.mes . Variable becoming SW 3 -

Departing at 11.30 we again coasted along the Belgian beaches
until the.r dunes gave way to Dutch dunes. We gave Zeebrugge
a wide berth and on the border at 15.20 replaced the Belgian
ecouirt sensign with the Dutch, celebrat ina the event with a
beet.

The sUII stone nd we had a warm, gentle sail with a freshening
breeze as the afternoon mellowed. The spray flew as we
crossed the mouth of the Wester Schelde for Flushing - where
we locked in with gusty conditions to the 'De Schelde" yacht
haven. Here we tied up, had a brew and set off to explore the
interesting town of Flushing or Vlissingen as we prefer to
call it. The views across the sparkling wate s of the Schelde
to Breskens were impressive as the wind piped p ard the su

l:we;?,e . t>t sky.
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FPIDAY 16 Tl AUGUST

Thme s: W i 4 increasing 5 - 7

The sun cc.rntinued to shine as we set off under full sail up
the Walcl1eren Canal going NNE. A stop in Middelbur-g with its
ancient churclhes and gothic archL.tecture offered us an
opportunity to play tourists, take photos and consume
quantities of waffles with strawberries -, fresh cream
foliowed by coffee in the sunshine.

Back on Lantana we set sail, again continuing up the canal.
weLanch red thoughts of anchoring off the banks as the barges
net up sn:h a wash along the c-oncrete bank lining that it
could be dangerous to the pai ntwork or worse. So we continued
as the evening approached, through the lock and out to Veerse
Meer, where we dropped the hook in the lee of and close-in to
a small island just E of the town of Vere.

DISTANCE SAILED: S NM
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SATURDAY 17TH AUGUST

Thames : W 5. - 6 veering NW 4

These Dutch meers are superb for dinghy sailing. Again lots
of choice to potter or plug on for hours. Towns and villages
are few but in the gusty winds that greeted us today, we
decided to visit the euaint old village of Vere before
continuing eastwards.

Here we had a pleasant surprise. It was carnival day! But
with a difference. All the villagers had groomed their
traditional dress and their traditional horses for trap racing
round the cobbled streets. Finery and glossy horsery was
everywhere. The cobbles rang to the shouts of the grooms,
hooves clopped and horses plopped. Flowers were everywhere
and cartwheels rumbled. Dimpled dames smiled sweetly beneath
their bobcaps. Old men leaned on their sticks, spat tobacco
and dreamed of distant youth; whilst the younger lads drank
beer and ran appraising eyes over fetlocks and withers.

Much judging, prodding, poking, preening and grooming, - then
they were off at a fast trot urging horse and wife to give the
crowd their money's worth, careering around the market place.
The aim of this event was for wife to spike a ring the size of
a 50p coin at speed. The rings were slung singly over the
road on a piece of string. The carts swayed, eyes steadied on
the dangling ring. Up came the pointed stick, the ring rushed
up and Hooray! Spiked! One old boy got so excited he nearly
fell out of his swinging trap as the team triumphed before the
crowd in all their finery.

With our ears ringing we trooped back to the boat. Other
surprises were in store. The wind was a good F6 blowing
straight and true from the West.

Clare helmed and we scorched away from Vere, on the plane in
seconds. Out of the shelter of the shore it really was quite
spirited. Everyone was heeling under press of wind and it got
quite busy keeping clear of yachts zooming in all directions.

After 40 minutes of this, with reefs in, the wind stronger
still and following a difficult avoiding action within a
whisper of a heavy gybe, I got the inevitable call for "hand
the Main!" Things got disappointingly quieter after that.
But the Genny pulled hard and we fizzed eastwards.

After a super sail we dropped anchor in shallow water at a
quiet corner just west of the main lock into Ooster Schelde
and off the northern edge of Zuid Beveland.
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We knew the wind could veer to the NW and put us on a lee
shore, but the wind was quiet now. Anyway it was a delightfu1l
spot and we were in no real danger.

we paid the price at 2am. Wham! The squall hit with
astonishing force and no warning. Rain machine--gunned the
tent. The NW wind slammed us ashore in seconds, as the anchor
dragged on the weedy bottom. Lantana was graunching and
grinding alarmingly. There was nothing for it. Warm sleeping
bags were hurriedly abandoned. Two glowing, white-naked forms
were seen to shoot out of the tent and leap into the wind, the
rain anid the meer. They fought for 20 minutes, first dragging
Lantana off the beach, then setting two anchors to windward in
deep water that lapped their armpits; next stamping in the
anchors with bruised, bare and frozen feet. Then wet,
chilled, exhausted and shivering, two non-glowing, white-naked
and goose-pimply forms were seen to clamber slowly back
aboard, to disappear dripping thankfully, into the turmoil of
rapidly discarded sleeping bags into which they now gralefull;
c rawi d.

There al Was and ways of anchoring off. Wlhy do we always
seem to make it the difficult way ...... ?

DIST'ANCE SAILED: 8 NM
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SUNDAY 18TH-AUGUST

Humber Thames NW 5 - 6 decreasing 4

For the second time that morning we arose, but this time with
clothes on and in sunshine!

We locked in early for the Ooster Schelde chatting while we
rose upwards, with a past boxing champion of the Dutch army
out for a days fishing in his 20 knot dory. Apparently he
knocked our army champion all over Aldershot in 1936!

A bright sky, a sparkling sea and a stiff breeze swelled our
sails with a free wind all the way to Welmeldinge, where we
turned S for the entrance to the Kandoor Zuid Beveland Canal.

Anxious moments were spent tied to the heavy timber of vast
pilings whilst we surveyed the scene. A huge lock on a grand
scale. Soon the gates opened and a posse of great motor
barges disgorged into the Ooster Schelde whilst we cowered
still wondering what to do about the growing crowd of barges,
power boats and yachts revving up for the sprint into the lock
behind us. We only had oars and the lock was at least a
quarter of a mile away!

Suddenly the water foamed and the whole lot charged forward.
We joined them - tiny Brits rowing like dervishes against all
odds. Surprise is a good ruse - we surprised them into a kind
of dismayed torpor as one by one they paused to gaze and
goggle at our feeble efforts. Result? We beat most of them
in and to our own surprise - were treated to priority status
by a beckoning Ldckmaster. He wanted us up front and moving
before the lock gates were fully open at the other end! We
squeezed through the widening gap in the gates with jaunty
precision to ragged cheers from bargemen and bottermen alike.
Not a moment too soon though. The hounds were upon us soon
enough, once the gates grumbled against the lock sides. Grins
all around. I'm not sure who really carried the day, or who
was laughing at whom. One thing is certain though - we got
through from last to first and only with oars! "Who needs a
2,000 hp diesel?" I rasped. "Lets have a coffee - I'm
wrecked".

Rest of day? A trip Pshore to explore Welmeldinge and admire
windmills. Then downwind going S, shooting bridges. Finally
another lock, out into the Wester Schelde. Here we were
caught out by our chart. The Dutch had moved the whole canal
and lock at least a mile inland at Hansweert. On emerging,
the tide was in flood so were were going nowhere. Besides we
needed to refit our fixed forestay and hoist the radar
reflector. So we tied to pilings at least 30' high and had a





Ar





brew, our sailing of the day already done, Tomorrow we would
cast ourselves in the tumultuous bosom of the Wester Schelde.
Might as well have a fair tide. So we have another brew and
relaxed in the sun.

DISTANCE SAILED: 11 NM
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MONDAY 19TH AUGUST

Humber Thandes W 3 - 4 Occ 5

Departing at a leisurely 10.15 for maximum benefit of tide, we
emerged gingerly into the wide waters of Wester Schelde. Her
reputation before us, we had read all about her rips, the
sandbanks and the heavy traffic.

There are no photos for the next 5 hours. We became rather
busy. First one reef in the Main. Then two. A roller
coaster of a ride with wind over tide, throwing spray
everywhere. Barges ambushing us every few minutes. Tacking
through the gaps. Lantana bravely beating. Piles of sandy
water heaping up before us. Not a second to relax. Intense
concenti-ation. Wind whistling. Grit and salt stinging the
eyes. On the edge that divides excitement from disaster.
Knowing that one mistake could produce a very messy end to a
beautiful day. Hearts thumping. Adrenalin pumping. We
staggered and charged, dived and darted our passage from
Hansweert to Breskens.

At 15.30 it was over. We sailed into the yacht harbour and
suddenly - unbelievably - all was peace and calm. A harbour
assistant beckoned, we dumped the sails and rowed over to tie
up to a fat old mother-duck of a motor yacht and took a deep
breath. Phew! What's for lunch?

Bresken.s is a good stopping place. All facilities. Fresh
bread. Fanitastic fish market. Hot showers. Good Coffee.
Post cards! A friendly sort of place - that should be Belgian
but got grabbed by the Dutch a centry or so back. A simple
move to gain a clear field of fire for their cannon, should
ay on: dare to challenge their trade on the Schelde. That was
back in the days when twenty pounders held far more sway for a
trading nation than exchange rates, Ecus or butter mountains.

DISTANCE SAILED: 22 NM
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TUESDAY--20TH AUGUST

Humber, Thames, Dover, Wight : Variable 3 then S or SE 3 - 4

Sunshine again! We provisioned the boat, took croissants and
coffee for a late breakfast and prepared for sea. Over the
coffee we decided that we preferred not to go home just yet.
So we decided on the North Sea "circuit" option. If the
weather changed, there was still time to sail direct for
Harwich from one of the Belgian ports.

Outside Breskens, we bounced around with one reef in the Main
and Genoa, dodging the ferries criss crossing from Vlissingen.
Then we cleared Nieuwe Sluis and shook out the reef for the
run down the coast. Another "picnic" sail - the sea green and
the sky blue. Us lolling in the bottom of the boat sipping
beers and munching sandwiches.

We made enjoyably slow progress. It was suprisingly bumpy off
Zeebrugge, then the wind faded. We ghosted under spinnaker
for Blankenburg, for soon the tide would turn foul and our
onward progress would be no more in these conditions.

DISTANCE SAILED: 20 NM



WEDNESDAY 21ST AUGUST

Humber, Thames, Dover, Wight S or SE 3 - 4 occ 5 later

Pressure was falling slowly but steadily from 1022 mb
yesterday. A bevy of lows were charging in across the
Atlantic, (SE Iceland, Shannon, Finistere). Oh dear .....
just when we wanted a nice little weather window for the
passage home.

We decided to see what developed and to keep our options open
by continuing our passage down the coast. Hopefully we could
make Gravelines. This little port is symbolic rather than
strategic. By gaining Gravelines we would link up with our
other dinghy cruises and so complete most of the channel coast
from S. Brittany right up to the Wester Schelde. Gravelines
would be a good departure point for home too.

In hazy sunshine and under full sail, we departed Blankenburg
and closehauled south eastwards to a southerly breeze.

The 13.55 gave us a new developing low of 993 mb in W. Sole.
Local pressure was 1017 mb and falling. A thundery frontal
trough was moving N from Biscay to Malin across to Dogger by
same time tomorrow.

Progress again was slow. We discussed making a break for it
direct to Harwich, but ruled it out. Strong winds were
coming. We would be too slow in these conditions and would
get caught out at sea before we closed the coast. Winds would
be from the SE or SW. Therefore no real protection could.be
offered by the British coast.

The breeze faltered and the tide turned against us. It was
16.30. Nieuwpoort was 2 NM, Dunkirk 16 NM and Gravelines
still 25 NM to go. We could try for one or other of those
distant ports but it would be a very long haul. The sensible
thing would be to put into Nieuwpoort. This would enable us
to see what was in-store. If our fears were unfounded, then
we would continue next day-or on the next tide for Gravelines.
If not - we were better placed at Nieuwpoort for a direct
passage home. A strong but manageable south easterly would do
nicely! So we decided to be boring and sensible. Lantana
went to Nieuwpoort.

DISTANCE SAILED: 20 NM
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THURSDAY 22ND AUGUST

05.55 - Humber, Thames SE veering S 4 - 5 increasing 6

- Dover, Wight, Portland: S veering SW 5 - 7, gale 8
later in Portland.

- Pressure locally was 1008 mb and falling.

We really needed 48 hours of stable conditions for our
crossing. New lows were popping up all around us. We had
hoped to make our crossing today! Gales would come to our sea
area - we were sure of it. But when and for how long?

Looking back, we could have made a run for it and probably we
might have got away with it. But sitting in Nieuwpoort with
this lot coming down, it did not seem a viable risk to take.

Nieuwpoort is an excellent port, with 2 yacht harbours and all
the facilities anyone would need. Bicycles were free for the
first hour. When no can sail - borrow a bike! We pedalled
into town to see the sights and buy provisions. The radio
came too - for the 13.55.

By lunchtime Humber, Thames, Dover had S 4 - 5 increasing
6 - 7. By next morning there were gales in 12 sea areas
including south westerlies in ours. We were glad we stayed.
We played at being tourists and took in the sights. Narrow
streets, cobbled market square, -beautiful churches, many
memorials to fallen heroes from the two World Wars. A lively
place with a seaside atmosphere 2 miles from the sea.

Inland - we rode along canals straight and true, visiting the
ancient town of Veurne and back along the coast via De Panne.

DISTANCE SAILED: NIL
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FRIDAY 23RD AUGUST

05.55 - Thames, Dover, Wight, Plymouth SW 6 to gale 8
decreasing 5

A day for another bike ride. This time up to Middelkerke for
a picnic in the sand dunes. Before we set off we rode out to
the end of the harbour mole. It did not look too bad .... but
that's easy to say in dry warm clothes standing on terra
firma.

Anyway the storm cones were up on the Coast Guard's root- L

(with points together), forbidding any craft with a LWL less I
than bm to leave the harbour. we had heard all about this
little law from the Aps' who were delayed here last year with
only a light wind blowing.

In the evening, the Harbour Master advised us to move further
into the harbour and found a spot for us to shelter from the
coming gale. We accepted this kind thought gratefully.

We were also invited aboard another English yacht for drinks.
Rosemary and Phillip on their lovely old Folkboat "Zouetje" of
Ipswich and built in 1960, were stormbound too. A convivial
evening, during which several bottles of wine were enjoyed,
notes on boats compared and anecdotes told.

DISTANCE SAILED: NIL
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SATURDAY 24TH AUGUST

05.55 - Thames, Dover SW 5 - 6 veering W 4

A high was building over Biscay. Pressure was steady at 1015.
The wind would abate during the day.

A trip to the harbour mouth showed a different story. A good
SW 6 - 7; white caps to the horizon; sand filled breakers
crashing ashore: yachts coming in for shelter - all deep
reefed and heeling. Not a day for a Wayfarer crossing.

Phillip and Rosemary came to coffee. Then we planned our
passage to England for the morrow. The sun shone warmly - the
kettle sang on the stove and with the tent part-peeled back,
we talked in the sunshine of ships and tides, courses and how
long it would take.

One thing was very clear. If it was not for the August Bank
Holiday - we would have to take the ferry home!

DISTANCE SAILED NIL





SUNDAY & MONDAY 25TH & 26TH AUGUST

05.55 H--umber, Thames : Variable becoming E 3 or less

Pressure was 1023 mb and steady. There was a high in Wight
going NE. Much better! We would go today.

Optimum departure time was 10.00. So having paid our dues and
said goodbye to the crew of "Zouetje" we prepared for sea and
rowed out to the entrance in hot sunshine. Not a breath of
wind. It took over an hour to reach the entrance, which we
cleared at 11,10.

I hoisted full sail and with Clare on the helm, we set out to
sea, weaving our way through a fleet of spinaker-carrying
racing yachts. The sea was calm, the sun shone warmly and in
a light NNW wind, Lantania settled down at a steady 2.6 knots
through the water.

Our passage plan was to head True N to the E end of the first
shipping lane, then once clear, to tack NW for home. We would
have about 2 hours of SW going tide before the tide then
carried us NE for the next 6 hours.

The NNW wind meant we had to close-haul, so we set a course of
007 M but made a CMG of only 335 M. All went reasonably to
plan as the extracts from our waterproof notebook show:

12.00 Brian on helm. Course: 007 M. CMG 335 M

12.30 Tide turnis. Course held as close to wind as we can get

13,10 DMG : 5.4 NM. Middlekerke Zuid to port: quarter mile.
Lunch

13.42 Oostende to Dover jetfoil passes 1 NM astern

13.55 Clare on helm. Humber, Thames : variable E 2-3.
Pressure 1024 mb and rising slowly

14.07 Oostende disappears below horizon

15.22 Akkaert SW half mile to port. We have skirted E 9f
first shipping lane.

16.00 Brian on helm. Course 020 M. Fog!

Suddenly with eerie suddeness, the "horizon" (which must have
imperceptibly been closing in on us) disappeared and we were
down to 50 yards visibility. Within minutes, the sound of
ship's engines began to rumble towards us. But from which



direction? "Starb'd quarter!" A huge P&O ferry lumbers by,
dimly seen a cable or so astern. Why no fog signal? Soon
another engine. This time a motor boat crosses our bow. Oureyes and ears strain desperately for every sound. This is notfun and we must do something about it.

If we sailed into fog - it must be to the north of us. We
decided to put about and go west in the hope that we could
sail out of this swirling, damp whiteness. It was giving us
both the shivers in that potentially, it was dangerous.

The log again:

16.28 Course changed to 290 M

16.50 We clear fog bank! Thank goodness for that. Back to
normal visibility ahead. Course Change: 295 M

17.50 Course change 310 M

17.55 Humber, Thames : Variable mainly E 2-3

18.30 Clare on helm. Wind NNE speed through water 3 knots

19.00 Ship's engines. No ship visible. Speed: 2.5 knots

19.16 At last ship sighted to starboard. Tide turns SW

19.45 Ship passes astern

20.00 Yellow buoy on starb'd abeam (not located on our
chart). Speed 2 knots

20.13 Hot supper via Hot Cans. Excellent but best eaten
with spoons not forks! We check the boat and the
nav. for the coming night.

20.30 Brian on helm. Course: 315 M Speed 2.5 knots

A beautiful evening. The sea gradually turns from blue to
grey. The sun begins to slide towards the horizon in crimson
splendour, The moon is up - full and bright behind us. A
line of water breaking ahead! The sound of surf breaking
loudly in the silence around us. What is it? Troubled water
lies behind the line of breakers stretching north and south asfar as the eye can see, The h';rs on the back of my neck
tingle, How rough is it? Are there overfalls and whirlpools
that will suck us down to the bottom of the sea? I shiver asthe growing wall of water draws near. Its West Hinder Bank
and the tide is ripping over it with awesome power. Hold on!Lantana shoulders her way through without as much as a pause





in her onward track towards a distant shore. OK in settled
weather like this - but in a gale like yesterday - it would
have been a different story ......

21.04: Clear of troubled waters over W. Hinder

22.30: I call Clare and she goes on helm

23.30: Speed only half knot T.i 

24.00: Course: 330 M. F1(3) Y 9s on port beam : the Twin 12
buoy. Ships!

I wake. We are on the edge of the shipping lane. We pass in
front of one ship, then astern of two more. The 00.33
forecast confirms no change. I take the helm and we celebrate
a new day with a cup of sweet steaming cocoa. Clare settles
down to sleep and we sail gently on. Our Dutch log tennis
ball tells me that we are doing only 1.5 knots.

It is a soft beautiful night - a dark velvet sky. Stars a
glint in their millions and on my back - the moon - a great
round jewel with her craters and her mountains glowing.
Astern a river of fiery sparkle on the sea and Lantana's wake
gurgling gently straight and true. I revel in the scale of it
and the sound of the sea. Lantana speaks to me, her tiller
tugging.

I had 12 ships to avoid during that watch. I only had to row
for it for one great monster. White lights on port beam dead
centre of red and green and white water heaping before her
bow. The sound of it! Row! Row! Row! 15,000 tons doing 20
knots rumbles by and slices through the Moon's river on the
sea. Black sides. Black shape. Portholes ablaze. She
rumbles by and cranks astern of us.

02.30: Approx position - separation lane. Clare takes helm.
Speed: 1.5 - 2 knots. I sleep. 6 ships passed in
west-going lane. Course 330 M

04.40: I take helm. Speed: 1 knot. We are clear of shipping
lane. I decide to row

05.55: No change in forecast. Course still 330 M

06.40: Still rowing. DMG on', 1 5 NM

Dawn crept in slowly. I watched the grey - first turn to
yellow, then green, then crimson as the sun came up. A
solitary seagull swam over seeking a free breakfast. "Too bad
mate. My fists are full of oars". Pull... .pause.... pi.ll....
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at least the tide is slack... .another stroke for England's
shore. Pull....

06.55: Hot coffee! Clare takes over. Sleep

07.40: Tacked. Course 010 M. Speed 1 knot

08.20: Tacked. Course 325KM

08.41: Brian on helm

10.15: Heard Galloper's horn far away to South

10.40. Clare on helm.

Two large black bodies break the surface just ahead. With
nonchalant power they curve over slowly, glistening in the
sun. Black tails. Not a sound. The surface ripples and they
disappear dS mysteriously as they came. Dolphin? Big fish?
Splash! Astern. Another! As always we had company. But
what were they? And how many others were down there in the
greeny depths of the sea? Someone was watching us. But who?

11.10: 24 hours out. Been going over 25 hours. Everything
is fine - but will we make it before Tuesday? Speed
hdalf a knot.

11.45: Fishing boat "Fina Belgian" stands upon us. We run
downwind to avoid. Wind is SW and very light. We are
making only 1.5 - 2 knots

The day is hot and we enjoy the warmth. One by one layers of
clothing are removed. What a beautiful day! But we are
becoming worried about our slow progress. It is Monday and we
both have to be at work in 20 hours time. At this progress we
shall still be at sea by then ... . The log again: a

12.18: We sail over disturbed water. Probably Galloper
shoa l s

12.20: Horn and whistle a long way off. Is this Kentish
Knock? G-

13,00: N. Cardinal to starboard! Long Sand Head or N. / (

Galloper? It must be N. Galloper. Our first /
mark for 13 hours andi 25 NM. Course 300 M

13.22: The wind is stirring. We are up to 3.7 knots. , 

13,33: Horn in distance (2) 60s.
Is it Sunk Light vessel? Must be. (nm i7?> S? 
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13.55: No change in forecast: variable 2 - 3

14.25: S. Card on starboard beam. Trinity or S. Inner .SQ}InnJbkL5

Gabbard? Must be the latter. Tide turns NE. o, ishW

15.15: We change course to 2650 M. Speed is 4 knots. Wet
weather gear goes back on. We are hard on the wind
and Lantana is creaming along.

17.15: Sunk Light vessel sighted on port beam. We have a)
fix! The first in 15 hours and 35 NM.

17.30: E. Shipwash Cardinal on starboard beam. Roughs Tower
visible

At this time the wind backs to easterly and we H

goose-wing the Genny. Speed is 4 knots.
Roughs Tower disappears in the mist. S . _Ž

Its 18.10. I am on the helm. Rough water 412,7
ahead. It is Shipwash Shoals. The tide is
tearing at the sea. Grey and white water 3

sucks and seeths. We dip and plunge into
the confusion doing 4 knots. All around , w S

us the roar of the sea on the unseen 5 f
shingle bank fills our ears, "Oh my - (/5 ..MS

what would this be like in a blow?" / v

There is a one word answer - deadly.
We crash on goose-winged and going fast. / r 

Suddenly we are through. But the wind /
is up and Lantana is going like a train.,, $ /
What a welcome change to swilling .
about. We might even get home before 5i
Tuesday yet.

18.28: Land ahoy! NW and low down. A thin blue-grey line
between the sky and sea.

At 18.40 Roughs Tower reappears in the misty light.
We dip and plunge and bounce along. It is exciting
sailing. The waves are heaping up and great
concentration is required to avoid a gybe. I keep
the sun just a fraction to port of the forestay and
we charge on. One by one we "knock-down" the buoys. ROUGHs 7QMJi(
The cardinals over wrecks at Threshold, the i
cardinals off Roughs and tlen at ;9.21 the red can
at Cork Sand. The land is in clear detail now. -.

The sun is lowering in the sky. Golden light
blinds us as we sail into the sun.
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As we harden up onto a reach around
Cork Sand buoy, a lumpy sea and the Ml \MofTW
spray flies as Lantana leaps onward. St n FEUXSTOWE
Clare is on the helm and we are nearly i
home. The channel is busy with big rum DorA

ships and we keep well south of it. ' 4$rttl.

We broad reach in and at 20.39 we round 6
the N. Cardinal at Harwich/Felixstowe COntanIlf

harbour entrance and off Languard Point. sf0u I s tan

A free wind and we scoot into the
Orwell River. 

d PI

Off Felixstowe docks we decide we have 10.A
INW*G\<1really arrived. The light is failing Clt F 3, N Wt<i Bnth

and the tide has just turned to the ebb v ! rlA.n j

- but we have made it and we are home! Ftndgurd td
The beers are broken out and we celebrate \ b_iar

the fact that it is still only Monday.
Pe. j ,h.d

Then at sunset the wind died completely. I had to row us
against the ebb up to Levington in complete darkness. Finally
Lantana's stem touched the slip of Levington Marina. It was
just after 22.00 hours. English concrete! Port to port in 36
hours. Surprisingly we did not feel all that tired.

There was only one other surprise in store for us. The car
battery was totally and completely flat. Not even the clock
was working. What next? We were saved by a fellow sailor who
was waiting for the Bank Holiday traffic to disperse before
setting off to his home in London. In no time a Range Rover
was pumping current through log-like jump leads into our puny
Maestro and she coughed and spluttered into life.

Finally, home at last.

We crawled into bed sometime after one in the morning. It was
43 hours since our heads had last touched a pillow. It may be
Tuesday, but Tuesday could wait!

DISTANCE SAILED 88 NM

TOTAL DISTANCE SAILED : 295 NM
but we rowed some too!
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PUBLICATIONS

NORTH SEA PASSAGE PILOT BRIAN NAVIN

NORTH SEA HARBOURS 
JACK COOTE

THE YACHTSMAN'S TIDAL ATLAS MICHAEL REEVE-FOWKES
SOUTHERN NORTH SEA & CHANNEL EAST

CHARTS

STANDFORD'S: GENERAL CHART OF NORTH SEA NO 19

ADMIRALTY: ORFORDNESS TO WALTON ON THE NAZE 2052

APPROACHES TO THE THAMES ESTUARY 1610

DUNKERQUE TO FLUSHING 1872

DUTCH HYDROGRAPHIC: WESTERSCHELDE 1803

OOSTERSCHELDE 1805

WAYFARER CRUISING LOG LIBRARY

SOUTHWOLD TO OSTEND (1983) ERNIE CAPLIN 64

RETURN TO OSTEND (1987) ERNIE CAPLIN, RALPH ROBERTS 93

SOUTHWOLD TO HOLLAND (1984) RALPH ROBERTS 96

MAGAZINE ARTICLES

UNDER THE BRIDGES FREDDIE KEMP YACHTING WORLD JULY 84

DAWDLING THROUGH THE DELTA PRACTICAL BOAT OWNER MAY 84
BARRIE SKELCHER

INTO THE WESTERSCHELDE 
APRIL 87

BRIAN NAVIN

CLASSIC PASSAGES YACHTING MONTHLY JUNE 87
BRESKENS TO MIDDLEBURG

CLASSIC PASSAGES 
NOVEMBER 87

THE DUTCH CANAL SYSTEM



Books are to be returned on or before
the last date below
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